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ABSTRACT
Remedial writers tend to. be students who have never .

written very much, who come from families or neighborhoods in ,which
more than one language may bespoken, and who haVe sensed their
problems but have been unabilt.:..or unwilling to do much to alleviate
the difficulties. Unfortunately, the environment and attitudes oftmany

of
remedial programs oftvirepresent only one more cage for

Many of these students. Because little stature is given to
indiiiduals who work in remedial progi-ans, many tend to be stated by
unqualified personnel.,This.situation can. lead to serious attitude'.
problems that inhibit studeRts'iptogress. Structure is another major
cause of-the failure of remedial writing programs: they lack
flexibility,clearly define&goals, and materials that are 'matched
with the learners. Another concern is what happens to remedial'
writers when they leave a basic, writing program. The supportiVe
atiosplete of. such a'prograM may lull 'them into thinking they
redeivespecial.treatment ev rywhere. They also tend to have poor
reading skills, and the.proc ss of catching up is sloW and painful
for them. 'Somet,suggestion0 or itproving basic writing courses
include deVeloping better acher trainingeeducating the public
about the need forstaff a d materials, working with publishers to
get better'materialth,.and ontinuing to investigate better vays.tO
teach .remedial writing students. (TJ)
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Why Our. Efforts with Pe74l 'Writers Fail

The term 11remedial" as-applied to writing has existed for some

time. ,As a matter of Tact, course in remedial English has been

listed in UCLA's catalog

us were in school, reme niting courses werein the curriculum

and frequently referr d to4 at least in the dormitories, as lboneheadl

English. gut. I do of recall any lasti4,stigma atta9hed to anyone.

enrolled in suCh a course; at t ution -ttended, bonehead
.

English was,jupt something that happened to people and had

ce the.earlY,1 . Back when many of
.

endured. Ho,4v9r, our remedial population then and the peme ial .

population,now may not bear too close,a.resemblance. If we want to

pinpoint the time when the shift in population occurred, we might

consider the appearance. of open admitalotb in the 60's as the turning.

.point. Probably no other higher educatiortpolicy decision has done

more to thrust the problems of remediation upon colleges and univerf-

cities and at a time when they were least prepared to cope with the

results.

When one asks individuals to define what they mean by the term

"remedial writer," some' general agreement on brodg characteristics,

emerges, but p fairly wide rangeLof disagreement surfaces as to the

exact point at which a student bezomes remedial and is treated differe3

ly from a student who is "regular."

0 prevalent problems of the remedial writer:
1

j

For example, the following items have beenAcited1S7 the most

)
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Overusq.b1 pejorative and0o4prifiwords.and intensi-
fiers slkcg:.t "wonderful, "44at.," and-"ver nice"" y

.
,

t inti*u.ctions beginning 10th; "I ift,going to-
write ,Nbout4% am going.toldesdlnibei" also abrupreok-
clUsions: .'"allaksAat .is why, we must do it" w

,

EmbellishmeJlt and:OtIcy words .. straixing for the 500-
word when .a'ten ceWbpe All do

- \Y : :,,
, ., 4Selection ,of a word thet they can spelrrather than- the

more accurate words they2.0n-latv---'
;:,..\,:

Inconsistent use of talker)ety/ec writer'style which,

reveala-M rack of awareness -pbqut audience Y

. , t

.

Predominance of simple sentence .

,
7. ExteAsive use 'of sentenced-011dWing subject-verb Tattern
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.

8. Ari absence of transitio4a1 det'riCe

On the other hand, Mina Shaughnessy, Alyose-fine work has been mac

available 4thrOugh the publicationof Errc7s and Expectations (Oxford.

University Press, 1977), suggests that rem dial 'writing students can
,

be recognized by,the follt5wing ch41-acteristTcs

.7\ a. They, liroduce a small amount of Writing' with a large
percentage of errors--approximately 15-35 errors per
300 words. .

b. They make frequen;;t errors in handling the,o- called
°regularFeatures of standard English, particularly ,

past tense of regular verbs and plural inflections of
y.

, nouns..

c. They make numerous spelling errors thatIseem to. exhibit
' no pattern,

d. They express themselvesi41 syntactic thickets so dense
that even they end,up7'hot knowing what they, were trying
to say. 4

6. They experience frequent problems with punctuation.

'A'. They are restricted in their writing, but not their
speaking, to a very narrow range of,,syntacticaf and '

rhetorical options;,these, in turn, lead them to write
rudimentary prose.

Few people would claim that eharacteristics,in both lists do not
A

-mark at least some remedial writers. HoweNfer, the whole problem of
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classifying these students is not' quite' as simple a °se charac-
..

, a

teristicspuld suggest.- A yale, a Harvard, and a
.

UCLA,' far, example;

may have what the-';\consider,a remedial writing population, but thod6
0 )

.

institutions' tplerancelevels for errors re prqbably much -lower
,

than mopt of us 'axle, familiAr with. For ,exa in'Betty Bathbelkg's

study of the fneshmanyriting population in 197 at UCLA,,students
4

whose scores on. tie College English Achieveme t Test fell; below 600
.

,

were given an objective examination and an impromptu essay; those -

not' well werefplaced in Subject A, a remedial wrAingCourse.3

But teachers rarely see sulltantial numbers ,of students with Board

scores' d.. Because of there variations. in the p'opulation of

remedial, 'writing prOgrams,, it is increasingly difficult for teachers

to/Compare notes ,pr even trust the literature-they'read a out, remedial
,

'writing": The literature is full of references to developilisntal

English, 1asic writing, enrichment activity, suppietheatal skill build-
:.

ing and writing labd; we have even slipped so low .on Occasion as to

speak of English for the disadvantaged'or -handicapped; and just the

other day I came across a reference to English for the termipal

student. Thebgeneral tone .of most of these labels suggests that we

are dealing with medical,nroblems=-and we reinforce that idea by
6 'k

sending many of our students to Clinics and labs for diagnosis and
i .-

presdriptions,

Simply having all of these characteristics outlined for us, then,

'does not prAde us with a compteie picture. We can iner froth stu-

dents' performance and from discussio s with them that they have never

written very mut in or.out of) schoo that theY.often come from

famildlies or neighborhooas'where'more than One lAnguage may be spoken,f
,and that they have often sensed their oblems but.been unable or .

.



unwilling 'Cc actually do tudh to alleviate the difficulties.
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No matter whatsdefinition we use,:however, all the evidence

seems'to.suggest'that the roots of the pro);lemS,with remedlal w4ting

students-are anchored.in experiences that opcur before college. Some

of these experiences we may have little control over; while we may be

the central-cause for others.lh th) latter case, we-are beginning t(

docublent through case 'Studies and student autobiographies, wha t'' some

of the "causes for later failure "may be. Eilzabeth Metzger, for ex-
.

ampler in a case-study:of two college students and f6ur.secondary

school students from working Class kamil±isiowho had been labeled.
. .

failing writers, discovered that limie had received any consistent
i

teaching, of writing and that Whbt instruction had been receive

.favored mechanir and wage over other aspect's of writings4c7.Th
I , .

paaern was repted in the study by Betty ,Bamberg of students en-

rolled in SIAljec,A and English 1 at UCLA. Emphasis rt composition
, .

instruction in high school. for-Subjecti students was low; with the

exceptigfi of pEammar instruction,,less than half of the Subject A

students had received as many as' three or more semesters' of instActic

for .any writing aspect; And even among English 1 students, there was

n9 aspect of writing Which Aceived three or more sememsters of instim

-tion. ,Interestingly enough, in site of the present call by the publi

for a mov joack to basics, the data in the UCLA study. failed to

establish that qtudents were not rec44ving substantial instruction in
** i.,,

gragmar., Fifty-eight per cent of the atudentsin English'1 and fifty-

-three per cent.of-Sabject A students had received4three or more

semesters of ixistruCtion\ This, leads to the specikation'that the

. 'higherjiproportioji of errorsCin 'grammar and mechanics found in the

- writing of remedial students could be attributed to ineffective

t



instruction rather than too littletinstruction.

Studies such as .the two previously cited suggest that Much of

our approach to teaching writing 'at the elemeritary and secondary leve

may be suspect. ',The tradi/ tional 1K -12 curriculum, for example, encour

Duke/5

ages activities with simi5le °8entences and shoft paragraphs up to at

." 164st grade ten, and thereis no consistent guidance for deveioping

multigraphed writing' below grade bine. As a° result, we have inadvert<

condoned the nong4eaehing of extended writing until late in high schol

and at that,point it may, be too late for sorre studowts to ever catch 1

4. Students! account of 'iheir early experienc0 with writing would seem

to bear this out.

One of the first writing asbignments request of stud *its is

an autObiographical,account of bow their prisent attitude toward writ:

was ;shaped. The autobiography is not to belgraded. It is, instead,

an attempt to understand the perceptions of the'studentsi toward thei/

!Ii'41.ng experiences. I suggest that they might consider the followinE

.questions in coming to grips with the subject:

a. 'When did you first begin to write?

b. What specific experiences, events or people do
youJfeel have affected your le rning.to write since
you entered school? Why were hese significant?

A

c. What do you thint'is necessary to improve your writing
or to overcome your attitude t ward it?

110

d. How important do you think pr. ing .is to yOur future,
in school and b1.4?

As.MigAk be expected, reading these' ccounts is fascinating. I

have gained a beer unaerstaladindo! stud ntsl apprehensions about,
*

.writing from such an assignment, .and it ha hel4e4' ml_immeasuiably in

tailoring my instruction accordingly, Her are a few excerptsTrom.a

variety of 'capers:
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Those awful reci'marks alll over my essays,.bOok report
or term. paper never.seemed to end. In. fact, my wilting
has always left plenty 'of room_for criticism. I ould
sit hours'writingl.proOfreading.and checking speIing

',before pasSing.my work ±n only to get it back all marked
up, I riverhavebeer. excited about writing, 1 think`:
mainly bepauSe I neVer, had a teacher, willing to sit doNI
and really teach the. art.of writing.

********
.

,

I found in grade school that as long as you participated
in? class,:you didn't have todo any homework at all. I
flunked aiblotdf.classes that way, but I would always
pass at the end:of.the year. I would just flatout,refuse
to do any homework So Oft n-I can remember my. teacher
saying, 'And this paper wri 1 b ue no later than Friday,
or else.'. Friday would roll round and I,. would hear,
Peter, where is your homeWor *7 I p until about the ninth
grade I Said something like .1I it.home' or anything
else that, cam6_to mind. Then abput he ninth grade_I
simply said, 4I didn't do it.,' When asked why, I.saidi
(Ididnot.want to.$ That always ended ...t,, In English
class, as long asLI actively participated.4n class, I
still got.a passing grade.

. .

********

Penmanship_was important at this sehool and I was terrible
at it The nuns awarded excellence inTenmanship with a
varietyof impressive religioub stamps placed on the papers.
Size, and quantity let the student know exactly what she
ttiought of your work. I was happy with a small stamp of
baby Jesus but the other kids not only got baby Jesus but
Mary, Joseph, the three kings and the whole manger as well.
ping totally outcla#ed and ietting-nd satiefaction 'from
it, I quit trying.

One final account seer to summarize the experience of.many:

. My Writing Career

The firs papei ever wrote was a four page report on
Thomas Jeffers n. I received a very good grade on the paper.
That was when vas in the fourth grade.' I rally liked it
at first then in the- grade I had a bad -,eacher. Shethe-
m de the whol class write out of a handwriting book .just to
i provtf_our penmanship.. As you can see she did not do too
welSk, I wrote another paper in the sixth grade, it was on.
the "Swiss Family.Robinson." I received-a "C" on that report.

;
6
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When I went into junior highI I felt pretty°goodj
about -my writing, skills, r.lvas told all through gra
school. ."You.will have to write a.1ot in junior'high

grade, I didn't write one-paper eithe

school." Well, in my firSt year of
I started won-

nibr-highl. seventh

dering when I would ever write one.
)f
/ When 1left junior high for high sohooll my. teacher
.told'me you better watch out yoU will be'writing a lot
pf. papers. I ente'ed my ,freshman year thinking I guess.
I amegOing to, finally get to write a paper. I didn't -,-
writpone t&hen, in fact, I didn't write one all thru
higii.dchool;

When I came to .

I' dreaded English101. my
first semester the fall of '77 I failed.f In the spring
semester Iftried to, take 101 and 100. at' the ,same time.
I endedup dropping 101 and passing 100. This semester
I am going to try again. I havelpecome very disillusioned
with writing.

, ; I

-.

.

That dis, illuSionment is. sAnificant and 'cannot be overloOked in '
A , ,.

our work. with remedial students. lilarie Jean Lederman-in an artiCle
///-

.
.

.

,. .
.

called j1 enAdmissions and Teaching English: Birds Caged and Uncaged"
_ -

(Educational, Forum, March 1973), tells of readlg the responses pf:,

tWenti-seven remedial students who Wrote Pn'the following topic 'for

a placedent essay:."You will be born again tomorrow morning. You may

*********t*

come back as anything you choote--except yoUrself. What'would you like

tp come back as'' _Their responses were as follows:

,,9 as birds ., . 1 as the-first Black U.S.
3 as millionaires president.
2 as mice

. 1 as a doctor
2 as dogs 1 as a flowel'

'2 as better people 1 as a tree
- 2 as members ,of the opposit s$x

The explanations for these choice are-revealing. One mouse

, suggested that 'he or she would 'be equipped withswiftness to escape

danger; a potential dog in00.ca0d, "I myself would -like 'tp be free,

because that is something I am not now. Then, being a dog is really,

dynamite because most people like dogs xather than children because

they couldn't. anler them'back." And from the birds, this response



is typical: "A bird comes into life with'Ola

and living is'th siMplegt problem of

Birds are born w th no'pressUies in dife
/fines but t7 e :things is he wa tech to be himbelf and

1,-

ThroughouOall the other responses trOm.the; would -b

eTrold041 of

lye is
. /

bird'.isStupid

sameooncern for freedoi--dertaianly; an understandable yet Tbignant :cry.
/

And t)aat cry brings us to One of the Pr,imaty we frequently-,

fpil- thtnese students when theY:arrive at-theHcollege Or'univers4tY'
.

leve,I. The very-vnvirpnment,and attitudes Of many remedial programs

repesent simplysone more,cage for many -of "these students.

-

/
Most remedial Irograms are traditionally undqr;-funclegl, housed in

,
..e . .depressin and cramped facilities and usually viewed by academic .de

artments including English as ugly step-children. In some Ibaes

,the programs have "bee, a ndoned entirely by the academic community, -
and turned loose to..fend or themselves as separate learning or study

tskills center. Few people directly,involvdd in working with batic'

writing students in thes6 pisograms have ever received training speci-

fically deeigned for _that kind of ,iopulation. What training we have
Areceived focused mainly.oniunoticing what students learn, not how-they

learn it," on observing "what they do to writing, not what writing does

'to them,5 Instructors in basic writing program are most'often junior.

faCulty,who view their timein the programas only temporary or they
,

are, teaching assistants who are primarily,poncerned with gaining a degree

and subsidizi,r- their efforts while doing so. Frequently people in

these programs:have.had-little,teaching experience and everOess teaching

writing. Very lit tae stature is given to individuals who work in basic

writing programe; in a number of instanoeslpeople who direct such pro;-,

grams have heeh denied promotion.and tenure because they have not been
IA

,engaging in "academic" activity.
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is lack of quali fied Penlsonn&l and the presence of froo-a le can -

serious attj,,tae--PrOblems3-Whi-c

remedial program. Teachers ancradMnistrrs reme lel-Wr tin
, - . , - .

ire .programs.
oftelvdiscups...baS1PWritint.4.tudents.terMa-Of:PeroontOges:

and-FTElirather tiara as individuels-with uni4ue

for 'example, concerns "14-inging. "Ole retedialMuch talk,

an apprdpriate level." Yet Mina Shaughnesdy points alt that "oui.

perience with the-unprepared adUlt writer'suggeAts:Aat- the pattern.dt;/,-

development is marked by puzzling plateaus and even' retreats in :siatie.,'

* . ° eqik

areas and remarkable leaps into, competence in o.thersg, PrOducin,5

different writing records from thobe we are aocuStOmed to in-better

prepared students refusing throughout' to; bring the unprepared writers

into parallel courses with their better prepared peers."6 .These

tdssions als0 fail >to reveal any awareness.on'the Part of' teachers a

_administ.rators that they may haie bastt'pro lems and that they need to

mblre to.more appropriate levels ,themselxi.bs:

'Shaughnessy has suggested a four stage developmental scale for

traditionally prepared Englith-te.achers who arei1.earning 7to'nvorkwith

basic writing students. 7 These stages
A

reveal one 'of the fundamental.,

reasons why many teachers ,fail when'woingWith the remedial
.

'At the lowest level of the scale are those teachers' who see 'themselves

as !guarding the tower " protecting the academic community against out-

siders who do not seem to belong to the inner circle of learners. Faced

with the.firEq efforts of basic writing students, the instructor may'b'e,

appalled to think that he or, she is.responsible for causing dramatic im-

provement in such writers.. The first reaction is to flunk the entire

group. Naturelly, students sense this and have reinforced for theth an

idea they have harbored for some-time--they can't write, or at least

they can not write academically; The struggle between upholding pre-

r

1 n



; j .
aderniC traditiins and doing one Is duty in 'setting, out the .

. .

mate-t4ial:,tor be learned can weigh heavily on' the instructor and the-
- .

SiticiOnf Odc , though, :a glimmer understanding -may

begin :to:appear in the instructor some :students may even begin to
.

`. .

lOok as though :they .iight catch up,, but only, of course., after

reat
It

mounts of:-h,akd Work.r-h

recognition in-oves the instructor to the sec,o,nd staie:

development, known as "converting the :riatives.". donfident that
,

ihat- he or shb has to bring to the natives it, in and of itself)

sii.ffieient, the instruct-Or pays- little attention to whether the

material- relates :,-the- knowledge. students may already bossess

about ie language;; models are presented -1apid suCcession

but Whenever the studnt writes, the models seem to disappear,

Faced with this -recurring phenomenon,. the instructor may begin

to %question why .students -. cannot tarn these' things SomehoW the

awaenesS that what the teacher treats as normal, propr _and

seemingly uncomplicated is really not that way at all for the

student maymay surface in the cOnscpusneis of the instructor If so,

he or she may move to .thethird level known as -"sounding.-the sdepth8-."-

At thris point some' semblance of real understanding begins to

emerge; patterns of errors are spotted, searches for the; -reasons
'behind the errors begin and the instructor acceptg the challenge

of dealing with what.the student has brought to the writing cdass.

When this stage is fully recognized-, -the instructor g. s ready for

the highest po

"diving in."

7

on the pcale, the point -which §h'hilehriessi calls
The-instructor throws away preconceptions, starts

anew Ivith, the student .at the student's level and works with ther
student .to ewe 'ahead as far, as possible, always searching for new

t



approaches and 'fie* _Ainde.ristandLigS.. Which' will inareSethe speed
development but....never- at-. the- -exponSe of- t he -studehts, tkrtgre,r.,,Sta

Unfortunately,. the .n tuber o.f ,basic %124-St C t ox-s
'" .or cenfidisnce;

or :Writing inpruc tOr- general ----Who, -reach this tourtj-le,ve.1.- is
-limited, the-.thajority of -*students fail to ,retelve the kid- of
.help.- they really need.:. .

-
. -

ugh* -conceived curriCullkm ther,, :early grades, and
/-- basic -traa:nart and attitude problems--.are major- caUse.s of. bLir failures

,

,with eV they are" not .tht !only _Ones, S-tructure.. in the
remedial program-ie' a 'potential iiigtrce. for,--;aiiur.e as w,e11. A progi-anIts
method-of .sereesping',`'ana" dlagnosing studeiats. difficult;es and then de-
'veloping prescriptions to meet, those needs is crucial to succesa"., In
may prograins, *students are placed according to 'SAT or' ACT seores;- if
the program is well organized, students will be given additional test's
and writing samples to determine strengths bnct. wetknesses, In far too
many, instances,- however, student.t .simply-. are thrtifirn together'. ,in one\
grbup_and---&-#en"--the Same- materials', to workiwith. Studie:s. such as, that
done by John. howeirer .suggest that 'within remedial groups there
may be. a definite, need they grouping. 8 Hitg:ins. dj..scovered, for
exaMp19,- ti)fit,o4er half of all ,the,errOrs found in his st,udeuts r writing
were not rooted in grammatic`al difficulties; his pO'pulatio'n seenied'*to

.divide into those students who . needed help with dictimi and speIlin.g
and those who needed help' with regular 'Tverb endings, punctuatiOn mis-
understandings and similar pr6blems. He. coticiuded -,that Within a remedial:-

oup the ,neeas of the- loNer studeitts-gffer sufficienqt from ..the better ,

so that twp',4roups- should bp created, the utIper.;focusing Q diction -re
bated topics and the lower on such grammatiCa14, fun-ction's a's; iegular verb -

,endings'. Thib lower group..also would need to..have.'the experience of ,the ..
4, , r

,i.Lppe_xAroup at a later time. , Only, a small nuriiler or remedial writings.
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programs have the necessary flexibility o achieve this division.

Many programs lack clearly defined goals, leading instructors to4 .

do whatever seems appropriate at, the time withou4- nnv clear idea

IPof how such activity...may fit into an overall student's

problems. Because many staff people do no at different

teaching strategies, piOgrams tend'to use those method& which have been

employed in regularclasses; in most case these take the form of lecture,

- exercise material--frequently programmed-- nd drill sheets. Hence, in-
.

stead of getting a new approach to their problems, students receive

approaches which already have not \w,orked for them in the pat.

This situation need not exist. A study by Dortis Sotto and Daniel

Arnold compared the results oaf tutorial, individualized instruction with

that of regular instruction in remedial classes. In almost all cases,

btudents who had received, the individualized approach performed better

On post-test instruments than did those students in the _regular remedial

olass. 9 Although research results on similar studies are ndt

agreement, 10
they do suggest that we often have failed to adjust our

teaching approaches adequately for the population with which we are dealing

In fact, we. consistently tend to miscalculate how sophisticated our re-

medial Studentsibre in some of their language awareness and yet how

immature they maybe in other cases; consequently we frequently ignote

the complexity of the tasks we given them and we fail to locate with any

'consistency where to'begin with each one and what is Suppued Lo follow

what.

But:exen II we were more flexible, there would be the u,vei

problems of matcnin6 materials with learner. Many teXtb piebently, un

the market esumably are designed for remedial or developmental cour-,,0

A close examination,,or them; however, eVeclib that they are merely uld

vinegar--and not very gaud vine6al at that-poured into new LuttAct),

li
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John Higgins' study Of remedial'student needs, previously cited, also

examined a number of current textbooks to determine what, if.,anyprmatch :

might be fourill between student& needs and the emphas4s-in the textbooks.

His results suggest that the writers of such textbooks may not thoroughly

understand the population for wbich they are w tin_

V1ggins.found, for example, that the kinds 01 lauIL any

medial texts deal with, such'as adjective-adverb confusion, nominative-

objective, ase confusion,'dangling modifiers, and capitalization did not

appear th t frequently in the writing of his remedial students, Many

texts d vote considerable time,'for,exampla, to irregular verb lists

but few offer practice'in regular verb endings--one ofthe most trociuble.6

some items for many basic'writing students. General proofrepdj.ng, a
.skill almost always lacking in remedial students, receives very little',

attention in comparison with more esoteric items such _as the distinction,

between "who" and "whom." Such andings support the suspicion.that104

many remedial writing instructors have long harbored about the inadequacy

of commercially prepared materials. But many instructors continue to

use such materials, providing another source for failure with st dents.

A final cause for concern about the failure of our efforts ith .

remedial writers is wh'at happens to'these writers when they leave tis.

In the instances were remedial programs do consider the uniqueness o1'

the learner, unconsciously they may be creating future problems for the

student. Nested aS' they may be in the supportive atmosphere of e remedial

program, students may be lulled lulu believing ttat they will .tt;.ive the

same treatment on the outside. Almost all basic; writers the re6uibi-

academic climate with incomplete knowledge of the rituals and ways or

winning arguments in academic discourse. To mau.i L.emedIcAl stAulito

write only in the expressive, or narrative muds ani, (:uncleta"ouLly,

not handle the shift to argumentatiou,

14
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'In- many instances aS'well,-'remedial programs have failed.toicon-
J

sider the relationship between readi,pg and writing and how that relati

ship may affect the rethadial'writer upon entering regular academic c
A

Traditionally the two areas oT-writing and reading have been kept

rated; and it is far more common nowadays for the student to

Sproblems'identi'ied than it is reading Tr- 14pr-z HOwever,

for n a study done at Ohio State Un ffers su ort for Oe

idea that all language skills are relatea--k.nat the evel of reading

comprehension as related to the coMplexity'of sentence formation ('or

rses.

e writing

drea Luns-'

.

.r f .

'syntactic maturity) and that both are related to,matrt.e, syn.thetic

.'thought processes. 12
Hence it would appear that,we have failed the

student once more if we make no concerted effort to bring reading and

writing instruction together and treat them as a unit.

But the problem .of re-entry doesitot end there. Far too ;often

there are too few people in the regular academic. programs who Dilly

comprehend the.4oW'and painful progress that the basic writer must

O

r ,

experience, and-that the 4iecessary "catching up" seldom can be accofteplished-
:

/

in a one or even two semester course in basic writing. .,Faced with the

attitude of those who "guard the tower," faced with the entire climate

-of "academic writing (the basic writing student easily can lose con-

fidence\and eventually drop of school, even after demonstrating the

potential to continue,

if this happens, we haVd, dal lcd worc tl,aii t. tic ot. tident. !wt.,. I We beivo .

failed to educate faculty to the puvpuoes of a dr,,lopmeuLal pLobl'cAiii. If

good liaison e Aitats between Lho L'oaulal eiadc:m1C 'pro61.amb au.1

one, the transition can be made more easily. In

native tracks or sections have ueon a6v16ed to h,,ap the writer 01, a du

velopmental plan, still ubing many "r Lliv tycAlillyudu of Lllc 1..th,t1,1 pi"

gram but applying them divot:11y Lu Lli. 1'o,011 vomeuto 1 Llic; ,.6ular
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demic program. The student is phased into the regular academic offerings

slowly,Jgettiu adjusted and-receiving support during the transition.

The old sink or swim theory has no relevance for the case of the,basic

writer..

All th areas of potential failure are not. wi bout solutfam.
® 0

can, for example, make fat greater efrorts.than we hav fn (-11r tea er

training 'tutions to pr ,t

'writing; we can help them understandithe problems and thet'perspective
,

.

Of the remedial writer and devise strategies Tor helping such writers

her's for 1-

\;.

overcome their problems. We dan-woryto educate the public Of the need

for more staff and more materials to meet the needs of the, remedial pop
A

ulationi We ca insist that those peOple who work in remedial programs

at the college and university level be specially trained and that they be

given equal stature with other faCulty. We can work with Tublishers to

producejaterials which will be 'more directly applicable to the neeas
4

of

remedial writers. And We can continue to experimento investigate,

and to report tp each other the results of our wor4, with different pro

grams, studentd, and strategies.

Because dealing with t pre6ent type o iemedial student is a

phen menon for mast of us, we must look to our failures as learning

exiviences4And bend our efforts unceasingly toward achieving a Lotter
C

winning perce4age.
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